Allegations of Excessive Force after Fleeing, June 2012 to December 2015
Case #

Complainant
Injury

Initiating
ContactSuspected
Criminal activity

12-027

Chest pains

Traffic accident

12-029

Black eye, sore
back/neck,
abrasion to head,
bloody mouth, jab
pain

Loitering

Type of Force &
location on body as
reported by officers
Knee strike to torso,
two punches to face
Unsuccessful Taser
deployment, Hip
toss, two elbow
strikes to face, knee
strikes to torso,
multiple punches to
face

Type of Force &
location on body as
reported by
complainant
Multiple punches to
face
Taser, multiple
punches and other
blows to face and
body
Multiple punches to
face, mud forced in
mouth, more
punches to face
Pulled from vehicle
at gunpoint, punched
in head, knee strikes
to torso

Patrol or
Specialized
Unit
Patrol

Patrol

Subject’s action at
point of force as
reported by
officers
Running, hiding
hands under body
Yelling, pushed
away, running,
attempted to
strike officer with
open hand
Running, thrashing
body, attempting
to rise from
ground
Refused to stop
vehicle, refused to
exit vehicle, hid
hands under body

Subject’s action at point of force
as reported by
Complainant/Witness
Running

Running

12-055

Abrasion to face

Loitering

Tackle, Forced
handcuffing

12-062

Laceration to eye
area, sore torso

Traffic stop

Pulled from vehicle, 3
elbow strikes and
four punches to torso

12-063

Shoulder
contusion

Assault

Flashlight strike to
leg, multiple punches
to torso, leg, and
arm, one punch to
face

Baton strike to leg,
multiple punches to
torso, leg, and arm,
one punch to face

Patrol

12-065

Abrasions and
lacerations to
extremities

Illegal possession
of a firearm

Multiple punches to
torso and back

Multiple strikes to
face, neck, back,
arms, and torso

Intelligence
Unit

Theft

Multiple Kicks to
body, 1 punch to face

Same + kick to face

Patrol

Theft

Multiple pushes to
back, chest, and
stomach

Same

Patrol

Repeated fleeing
after twice
detained

Repeated fleeing after twice
detained

Same + kicks to face

Patrol

Thrashing torso,
hiding hands/arms
under body

Running, then tripped

Same

CID

same

Running, then defensive strikes

13-006

13-013

Lacerations to
face, broken nose,
patched eye
Laceration to back,
dislocated
shoulder, bruised
ribs

13-018

Lacerations to
face, body pains

Fit the
description of
robbery suspect

13- 027

12 K-9 bite

Suspected armed

Two Flashlight strikes
to back, punches to
face, torso, shoulder,
kicks to torso
Multiple K-9 bites to

CRT

Patrol

Running, squared
off in fighting
stance
Failed to stop on
bicycle; attempted
to run, flailed
arms, pulled away
Pulled arms away,
grabbed officer’s
leg

Running

Refused to stop vehicle, reported
one arm was trapped under his
body as police held him down

Running

Reports being knocked off bike,
tackled, and arms became stuck
on body as officers were on his
back
Compliant- lying on ground

puncture wounds,
leg bruising,
contusion to
head/face
13-032

13-033

13-049

13-052

13-058

Abrasions to
face/lip, bruised
ribs

Laceration to
head, bloody
mouth
Abrasions and
contusions to
elbows, fingers,
forehead
Contusions,
lacerations, and
abrasions to
extremities and
head, bloody
mouth
Black eye,
abrasions around
eyes, swollen face,
contusion to head,
leg swelling

robbery

Fight/domestic

body; multiple
punches and forearm
strikes to head

3 punches to
face/head, 2 to back

against K-9

5-6 punches to face,
approximately 10
kicks to ribs, head
rammed into car

Patrol

Pulled arms under
body, kicked at
officers

Fled in car, denies other
resistance, told “you will never run
from police again”

Put hands out as directed

Physical
domestic

2 punches to torso, 1
punch to head

Multiple punches
and kicks to face and
back

Patrol

Rolled onto back
with shiny object
in hand (cell
phone), refused to
place arms behind
back

Theft

Restraint hold by SPD
officer, knee strike to
torso by non-SPD
officer

Pushed face into
gate, strikes to body

Patrol

Running, trying to
break officer’s
hold

Running

Unauthorized
parking, drug
possession

Multiple punches to
torso

Multiple punches to
face, chokehold,
kicks to body

Patrol

Attempted to
punch and kick
officer and flee,
charged at officers

Running only

Unsafe driving

Two punches to back,
multiple punches to
head

Punches and kicks to
face and body

Patrol

Running, pushing
off ground, held
arms under chest

Running only, then complied when
caught, got on ground as directed

Stolen vehicle,
drug possession

Three knee strikes to
torso

Multiple knee strikes
to torso, multiple
punches to face

Multiple punches
and kicks to face and
body

GVTF

Stomp, kicks, and
knee strikes to back
and face

Patrol

13-060

Contusion to chest
wall

13-066

Fractured eye
socket, bloody
nose, headaches,
blurred vision

Drug distribution

Tackled, multiple
punches to back,
knee strike to back,
one punch to face

13-067

Contusion under
eye

Assault

Physical takedown
with subjects face
striking pavement

Patrol

Attempted to flee,
placed hands
under body to
avoid handcuffing
Running, refused
orders to get on
ground, allegedly
reached toward
waistband (no
weapon found),
hiding hands
under body
Running and
refused to show
hands

Running away

Walking/Running away after
plainclothes police pointed gun at
complainant; then stopped and
put hands up

Running and hiding

13-080

Abrasions to head
and face; swelling,
bruising, and
laceration under
eye; abrasions to
ear, nose, and
back; bloody lip;
Taser burns

13-081

Contusions and
abrasions to face
and head,

13-082

Contusions,
abrasions, swelling
to face, bloody
nose, abrasions
throughout body,
wrist pain, blurry
vision

13-084

Broken nose,
bleeding inside
eye socket, scalp
contusion,
laceration near
eye, head and rib
pain

Burglary

Tackled, four
punches to face, 3-4
punches to back of
head, one Taser
cycle, then drive stun
Taser, pressure point
to leg using flashlight

Slammed to ground,
multiple punches,
kicks, and baton
strikes to head, face
and back

Patrol

Suspicious
person
investigation,
narcotics
possession

Physical takedown,
multiple punches to
face and head by 2
officers

Takedown, multiple
punches and kicks to
face and head, kick
or knee strike to ribs
and hip

Patrol

Wanted for
parole violation,
fled in vehicle

Multiple punches to
face, head, torso,
back

Multiple punches to
face, head, torso,
back, head slammed
against vehicle once
in custody

Patrol

Traffic stop

Multiple punches to
face and head, knee
strikes to torso,
flashlight strike to
torso

Multiple punches
and other blows to
face, head, and body

Patrol

13-092

Reported lump to
rear of head and
soreness to temple
area, but no visible
injuries

Domestic dispute

Multiple punches to
shoulder, ribs; two
kicks to shoulder

Multiple strikes to
head

Patrol

13-093

Lacerations to
face, pain to head,
abrasions to
hands, wrist pain,

Traffic stop,
firearm thrown
from vehicle
prior to

One punch to head,
11 punches to torso,
two punches to back,
two knee strikes to

Flashlight strike to
head, multiple kicks
and flashlight strikes
to body, two elbow

Patrol

Running, twisting
body, placed
hands under body,
allegedly reached
toward waistband
(no weapon
found), tensed
arms, jerked
elbows at police
Attempted to run
during search of
person, claim
subject was lying
on knife with
hands under torso
Fled in vehicle,
swung arms,
pulled away, held
arms under body,
allegedly reached
for waistband (no
weapon involved)
Officer reports
feeling hard
foreign object in
pocket, broke
officers grasp,
allegedly dragged
officer to vehicle
in attempt to flee,
placed hands
under body
Lying prone on
ground, then
placed arms under
body, unknown
item (cell phone)
in hand, pocket
knife hanging out
of pocket
Attempted to push
officer, took
fighting stance

Running, surrendered when boxed
in by Patrol car

Standing, pulled up pants and
pulled away when officer
attempted to search his person
Vehicle pursuit, refused to stop,
pursuit ended in vehicle collision,
sitting in car when use of force
began, claims arm was stuck under
his body when officers forced him
to the ground, subject and witness
report no resistance by subject
after collision

Reports no attempt to pull away
or drag officer, reports hands on
car with back to officer during
search, reports officer felt cell
phone, in pocket then force began

Lying prone on ground, attempted
to cover head to protect from
strikes

Going down on knees

13-100

pain and
numbness to legs
Two blackened,
swollen eyes,
bloody nose,
shoulder pain,
loosened teeth,
broken glasses

encounter

leg

Trespass and
petit larceny
warrants

Multiple punches to
face by two officers,
kick to shoulder,
multiple punches to
upper body

13-105

Contusions to arm

Assault

Tackled, four
punches to face, four
baton strikes to
elbow

13-107

Broken nose, cuts
on arm, abrasion
to hip, rib pain
(but unclear if
injuries were
caused by officer
or civilian
assailant)

Burglary, then
became assault
victim

Denied any use of
force or spitting on
subject

13-110

13-111

14-010 &
14-015

none

Fractured eye
orbit, multiple
teeth knocked out,
lacerations around
eyes, mouth, nose,
and forehead,
swollen lip and
eye, ruptured
choroid coat of
eye,
subconjunctival
hemorrhage of eye
Wrist laceration,
rib pain, blurry
vision, contusion

strike to eyes, kick to
jaw
Knocked to ground,
chokehold, multiple
punches to head and
face, kick to face

Patrol

Fled, refused to
put hands behind
back, attempted
to get up

Ran from officer when officer ran
towards subject

Struck in back and
arm with baton

Patrol

Pulled away from
officer during
handcuffing, took
fighting stance,
ran away

Mentally ill subject unable to
account for actions

Kick to ribs, punch to
face, spat upon by
officer, punches to
ribs

Patrol

Ran away while
handcuffed

Ran away while handcuffed

Patrol

Pulled arm away,
took fighting
stance, struck
officer in chest,
refused to place
hands behind
back, reached
toward waistband
(no weapon)

Ran, but denied taking fighting
stance and swinging at/striking
officer

Drove away after being Tasered,
fled from car on foot

Drove away, later fled from vehicle
on foot, placed hands behind back

One punch to face,
ineffective Taser
deployment, OC
spray deployment

Attempted punch to
face (unsuccessful),
Taser, OC spray

Traffic stop, DUI,
drug possession

Grabbed subject,
Taser deployment,
three punches to face
with flashlight in fist,
3-4 punches to face
with closed fist,
tackled, more
punches to face

Officer attempted to
pull subject from car,
Taser deployment,
thrown to ground,
multiple punches to
face, struck on head
with impact weapon,
strikes to ribs and
back

Patrol

Appeared to reach
under seat,
pushed officer
away, fled in
vehicle, thrashed
body, swung
elbows, attempted
to bite officer,
reached for
waistband (no
weapon)

Traffic stop, drug
possession

Tackled, multiple
punches to face and
back, Taser, kicks to

Multiple punches
and kicks to face and
body, Taser

Patrol

Put hands under
body, thrashed
body

Petit larceny

to temple area,
head pain and
swelling, tooth
knocked out

14-014

Laceration,
swelling, and
contusion to head,
concussion

Laceration to arm,
black eye, bruised
ribs, back pain,
redness to torso
and back

shoulder

Assault

Shoved subject
down, punch to
forehead with
flashlight in closed
hand

Struck in head with
metal object

Traffic stop

Punch to back and
face

Thrown to floor, then
kicked multiple times

14-033

Dental fixture for
front tooth
knocked out

Traffic stop

Tackled, Two Taser
deployments (both
unsuccessful),
multiple punches to
face and head, knee
strike to torso,

14-037

Abrasions and
lacerations to neck

Loitering,
gambling, drug
distribution

Grabbed neck to
secure subject

Tackled, multiple
punches to head and
face, Two Taser
deployments, kicked
in mouth while
handcuffed
Slammed against
wall, kicked in ankle,
choked twice by
officer while
handcuffed, bent
fingers
Multiple punches
and kicks to head
and body, including
kick and punch after
being handcuffed,
head rammed into
ground and concrete
pillar
Pulled out of vehicle,
multiple kicks and
punches to body,
grabbed by hair,
head slammed
against street
Handcuffed, then
multiple punches

14-023

14-043

Bruised rib, wrist
and elbow pain

Traffic stop

Ineffective Taser
deployment, multiple
knee strikes to hip
area

14-064

Complained of
swelling and pain
to ankle, knee,
ribs, and head

Suspicious
vehicle

No force reported by
officers

14-070

Broken nose,
busted lip, facial

Burglary

Strike to abdomen to
take down, four

Patrol

Fled on foot,
thrashed torso,
kicked and flailed
arms at officers

Fled on foot, stopped, surrendered

CID

Ran from officer,
picked up guitar,
refused to give
hands, attempted
to lift off floor,
pulled away from
officers and fell
down stairs

Did not stop when directed to
because subject mistakenly
believed officer was a robber,
otherwise no resistance reported
by subject

Patrol

Fled from vehicle
on foot, shoved
officer, pulled
away, flailed arms

Fled from vehicle on foot, pushed
officer

CRT

Attempted to run,
tried to wiggle
away while
handcuffed

Attempted to run

Patrol

Fled from vehicle,
refused orders to
get on ground,
reached for
waistband, placed
hands under head
and torso,

Fled from vehicle, but surrendered
on the ground with hands behind
back after becoming exhausted

Patrol

Drove away, then
stopped vehicle

Drove away, then stopped vehicle

Patrol

Ran when police
approached,

Ran when police approached,
hiding from police, followed

swelling, multiple
lacerations and
abrasions to face,
scalp, shoulder,
back and stomach

punches to face by
one officer, two
punches to face by
another officer, five
punches to face by
third officer, three
knee strikes to torso
by fourth officer

and kicks by multiple
officers throughout
face and body

pulled away,
placed arms under
body, attempted
to rise, twisted
body, kicked feet

Handcuffed, then
multiple kicks,
punches, and a
flashlight strike to
head

Patrol

Fled from vehicle,
reached toward
waistband, tensed
arms, placed arms
under body

Fled from vehicle, surrendered by
lying on ground

Fled from vehicle

14-081

2cm. curved
laceration to scalp;
jaw, neck and
facial pain; loss of
consciousness;
nausea, vomiting,
facial contusions;
possible nondisplaced cranial
fracture

14-089

Ruptured patella
tendon (not from
officer’s use of
force); abrasions
to forehead and lip

Traffic stop

Forced to ground,
seven punches to
face/head

Multiple punches to
face and knee strikes
to body

Patrol

Fled from vehicle
with object in
hand, refused to
provide hands,
placed hands
under body

14-106

None

Assault

No contact reported
by police

Multiple kicks and
punches to body

Patrol

No contact
reported by police

15-002

Black eye, swelling
to face (but
possibly from
vehicle collision)

Traffic stop, DUI

Officer reported
taking subject into
custody without
incident

2-3 punches to face

Patrol

15-009

Two fractures to
eye socket, intersinus
hemorrhaging,
facial pain, eye
sensitivity, chest
and rib pain

Parole violation
& active warrant
regarding
domestic
incident; Traffic
stop

Two punches to face
and two knee strikes
to torso by one
officer, two punches
to face by another
officer, three knee
strikes to torso by
third officer

Kick to face, then
multiple punches to
face and ribs

SID

15-023

Fractured eye
socket, fractured
sinus wall,
laceration to

Traffic stop

Tackled, pushed to
ground, multiple
punches to face

Multiple punches
and knee strikes to
head and face by
multiple officers, kick

Traffic stop

Tackled, four
punches to head and
torso by one officer,
multiple punches to
face and body by
another officer,
officer denied
striking subject with
flashlight

CRT

Vehicle pursuit,
refused to stop,
crashed vehicle,
and exited
Initially followed
commands to exit
vehicle and lie on
ground, but then
tried to push off
ground to prevent
handcuffing;
twisted body,
placed hands
under body
Fled in vehicle,
shoved officer and
attempted to get
back on feet,

officers orders to get on ground
when found by police

Reports fleeing from scene, then
caught and beaten by police but
was able to successfully run away
Vehicle pursuit, refused to stop,
crashed vehicle, lying down on
ground with hands out and legs
crossed

Pulled vehicle over and followed
officers commands to get on
ground and put hands behind back

Fled in vehicle after officer
attempted to pull him out of
vehicle, then ran from vehicle to
get to more visible public area

eyebrow and
cheek, bump on
back of head,
facial swelling and
bruising

15-074

Laceration,
contusion,
swelling to eye,
laceration and
swelling to mouth,
bruised ribs and
forehead

to eye

Suspicious
vehicle, drug
possession

One punch to face

Punched in mouth,
kicked in eye, kicked
in ribs

attempted to
strike officers with
elbow

CRT/GVTF

Fled on foot during
search of vehicle,
hiding in
apartment, took
fighting stance
when located by
police, refused to
get on ground

fearing police assault, reported
complying with officer’s order to
get on ground and stretched
hands above head, denied any
physical resistance other than
fleeing (corroborated by witness)

Fled on foot during search of
vehicle, hiding in apartment,
surrendered with hands up when
located by police

